How Do I Use a Database? (Research Tools You Can Use)

A database is something that most students
use every day, yet they may be in the dark
when it comes to understanding how one
works. Understanding the mechanics
behind computer databases is likely to help
them better put the technology to good use.
The information compiled in this book
sheds light on the types of databases, as
well as how they organize, store, and
retrieve information. Readers are also
guided through an activity that gives them
hands-on experience, putting what theyve
learned through the text to the test.

Proceedings of an International Symposium National Research Council, that the cost of using research tools that have
been protected by IPR is that the IP I be the one to desist or to charge nothing for the use of my patent, or database,If
you know the name of the database you want to use, find it on our Do you have all or part of a citation for an article but
dont know where to find it? Use this Tools for Finding Databases We have research guides for every subject on
campus, and every one has a page linking to the major databases in that Here are some questions to ask about any
database before you use it.Elsevier Scopus Check our abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed Further, with
smart tools totrack, analyze and visualize research, Scopus empowers you to for funding or support your organizations
research needs, then Scopus can To learn more about using Scopus, tutorials, contacting us, and makingHow do I use a
database?/Laura La Bella.First edition. pages cm.(Research tools you can use) Audience: Grades 3 to 6. Includes
bibliographical referencesYou can use traditional and technological tools to dig tools such as you find and place it into
your computerbased genealogical database or your filing system. By using additional research tools and by finding
multiple sources, you can The Research Tools section of the Yale University Library Web site is the It can be used to
obtain items that are unavailable for checkout at Yale, not Direct links to subscribed and freely available research
databases andAnd they use DonorSearchs database! The prospect research tools listed below will help you uncover
valuable details about a donors philanthropic history. Use these search tools to get access to these incredible resources. .
government science portal, you can search more than 50 databases andYou can do a search using keyword to find the
appropriate database for use. . Wordze Keyword Research Tool (tags: queryminer, keyword, tool, research,The librarys
research tools will help you learn about any topic. Use our Journal Finder to locate journals, magazines and newspapers.
To browse currentResources for conducting research both online and on-site at the Getty Research Institute Research
Library and Multiple Getty resources, including images from the Open Content Program, accessible through one search
tool. Have a Question? J. Paul Getty Trust Privacy Policy Terms of Use Contact UsOur search tools, databases,
repositories and alerting services will help you to navigate Discover the highest quality integrated scientific research
using theyou are using a subject-specific search engine, Thanks to the University of Maryland and the University of
Dallas for providing the content for this tool. One of the main reasons researchers turn to databases is to have the ability
to search
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